Come out and be active!

**Shonannagisa Park**

The Shonan/Enoshima area has Enoshima Yacht Harbor, Kanagawa prefecture Shonan Kaigan Park, and Kugenuma Kaigan Skatepark. On holidays, it is crowded with families. The Enoshima Yacht Harbor has the Tokyo 2020 Olympics sailing venue, Shonan Kaigan Park has a lawn park, and the Kugenuma Park Skate Park has places for skateboarding, BMX biking, and inline skating.

The “Enoshima Yacht Harbor” has restaurants, while the “Shonan Beach Park” has cafes. There will be a new skate park at “Kugenuma Kaihinkoen skate park” in the fall of 2018.

### Address
- **Enoshima Yacht Harbor**: 1-12-2 Enoshima Fujisawa-shi Kanagawa-ken
- **Shonan Kaigan Park**: 1-17-24 Kugenuma-kaigan Fujisawa-shi Kanagawa-ken
- **Kugenuma Kaigan Skatepark**: 4-4-1 Kugenuma-kaigan Fujisawa-shi Kanagawa-ken

### Opening Hours
Depends on the facility (Please check the homepage)

### Availability of Parking
Available

### URL

### Recommended Season
All year

### Group/Individual Mark
- **Group**
- **Individual**

### Target Regions
Europe, North America, Oceania, Asia

### Access
Depends on the facility (Please check the homepage)

### Specific Model Route Details
#### Individual
- **JR Line [Yokohama Station]**
  - (20 mins.)
  - (3 mins.)
- **JR Tokaido Line/Odakyu Enoshima Line [Fujisawa Station]**
  - (5 mins.)
- **Kugenuma Kiain Park Skate Park**
  - (120 mins.)
- **Shonan Nagisa Park**
  - (90 mins.)
  - Bike (90 mins.)
  - **Odakyu Enoshima Line [Kugenuma-Kaigan Station]**
  - Walk (10 mins.)
- **Shonan Nagisa Park**
  - Walk (10 mins.)
  - **Odakyu Enoshima Line [Fujisawa Station]**

### Start
- **Yokohama Station**

### Goal
- **Fujisawa Station**

### Time Required
5 hours

### Nearby Sightseeing Spot
**Seine fishing**

You can experience seine fishing on the beach with the local fishermen. The seine’s net is 1.2km long! They have a BBQ area nearby to enjoy the fresh catch, and of course some cold Sake to go with it.

### Experience of Marine Sports

Shonan is a mecca for marine sports in the Kanto area. There are many rental shops, and you can try activities such as scuba diving and surfing. Even beginners can hop on an SUP and enjoy a surfing-like experience, riding on a surfboard and rowing with paddles.